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To be an international University of choice, 

anchored in Africa, dynamically shaping the future.

Inspiring our community to transform and serve 
humanity through innovation and the collaborative 
pursuit of knowledge.

*  Ubuntu – humanness in the Nguni languages of southern Africa 

– means achieving excellence through sharing a way of life with 

others and caring for their quality of life.

Conversation

In conversation we 

Engage meaningfully with one another

Learn together from our diversity

Display mutual respect

Make wise decisions collectively

Lead consultatively

Regeneration

By regenerating we

Develop sustainably through creative contribution

Look inwardly for renewal

Innovate for the common good

Make positive change

Take advantage of overlooked opportunities

Ethical foundation

In our ethical approach we

Treasure academic freedom

Seek balance in the pursuit of knowledge

Face challenges with courage and earn trust in others

Act responsibly by being fair, consistent and transparent

Participate in and help the community by practicing ubuntu*

Imagination

By harnessing imagination we

Think independently

Exhibit ambition and drive

Adopt entrepreneurial approaches

Develop a cosmopolitan identity

Shape the future
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UJ to continuously improve on its sustainability footprint across its 

UJ firmly believes that sustainable development is a long-term 
commitment and aims to contribute to sustainability by reducing its 
total environmental footprint, while maintaining and further enhancing 

This report highlights specific focus areas and related improvements 

“normal” year and that many of the targets for sustainability and 
resource usage were easily met; in many cases the reported 
performance is so different from the expected performance that this 

electricity consumption was down dramatically because of the reduced 
number of students in residences and the reduction in lecture venue 
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Solar panels at B-Parking, Auckland Park Kingsway Campus (APK).
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Energy management

Carbon footprint

Emission 
source APK APB DFC SWC Total CO

Total
 tonnes of 

CO

Total 
tonnes of

 CO

Electricity 

Natural gas 
–

Catbot fuel – – –

Diesel 
generators

–

Intercampus 
bus and 
staff flights

Paper used 

sites
n/a

Total kg of 
CO

Total 
tonnes of 
CO

reduction

generation 

Total 
tonnes of 

CO

Electricity

electrical energy saving of 

value against which we are 
required to report going 

This is based on an absolute 
measurement methodology 
that makes no allowance for 
infrastructure changes or 
fluctuations in student or 

In addition to the energy-
saving initiatives highlighted 

additional three solar PV 
plants on the APK, DFC and 

 » The implementation of 

 » Occupancy sensors 

 » The installation of 
additional heat pumps, 

especially in new and 
refurbished residences

Continuing with these 
initiatives, including the 
further deployment of PV 
systems together with 
awareness campaigns, will 

least effective on APK campus 
due to increased HVAC and 
the increase in specialist 
research equipment on 
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Month
APK

%
APB

%
DFC

%
SWC

%
Total

%

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

October

November

December

Total

Electricity generated by the four solar PV installations on the campuses – even though not all were in 

Month APK APB DFC SWC Total

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

October

November

December

Total

Natural gas

gas is used mainly for food 
preparation, to generate hot 
water in residences, and in 
laboratories for experiments; 
it has a lower CO  footprint 

than coal and is a cleaner 

Petrol, diesel and 
travel-related usage

Petrol and diesel fuels are 
primarily fuel sources for UJ’s 
vehicle fleet and for diesel 

within the University’s 

This is a small but growing 
amount due to the increasing 
occurrence of load shedding, 
which has resulted in an 
increase in diesel for backup 
power generation, adding 

Due to the use of rental 
vehicles instead of the 
Innovent fleet pool of 
vehicles, the carbon 
generation for vehicle usage 
cannot be tracked accurately 
and has not been factored 
into the UJ carbon generation 

will be included in the carbon 
calculation; we are requesting 
detailed carbon statements 

Catbot fuel 

Catbot fuel is used to run two 
generators to heat water 
during the five winter months 
for the central air conditioning 

Catbot fuel makes a relatively 
small contribution to the total 
carbon footprint, which was 
even less than normal during 

water-heating contribution of 
catbot-fuelled generators 

carbon generation – this can 
reduce the generation by 
electrical sources using an 

Water management

Marginal water savings were 

also two large water supply 
pipe failures on campuses due 

upgrade the water 
reticulation equipment and 

various campuses are now in 
use and allow for various 
types of water supply 
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• 2016 • 2017 • 2018 • 2019 • 2020
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Waste management

Year Waste generated Waste recycled
Recycled

 percentage (%)

Paper usage

For the first time, UJ will actively measure and report on total white paper usage, which is also part of 

effect on CO

recycled paper, increasing the total CO

Looking ahead

further sustainability projects, such as a possible 
third wave of solar PV installations on the 

installations on the roofs of student residences 

The replacement of geysers with more efficient 
reverse heat pump solutions in the larger 

Additional areas of focus will include 
stakeholder engagement, especially with 
students; the diversification of energy sources 
with emphasis on renewables, including solar 
and natural gas; further technology 
advancements within sustainability in terms of 
the new building programmes; and the possible 
trial of an electric vehicle fleet for Operations 
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